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ON THE THEORY OF TYPES'
In this paper the theory of logical types will be examined, and certain departures from it will be suggested. Though the purpose of the paper is not
primarily expository, an approach has been possible which presupposes no
familiarity with special literature. Matters at variance with such an approach
have been confined to appendices and footnotes.
In the early pages the logical paradoxes will be considered--an infinite series
of them, of which Russell's paradox is the first. Then Russell's simple theory
of types will be formulated, in adaptation to a minimal set of logical primitives:
inclusion and abstraction. Two aspects of the theory will be distinguished: an
ontological doctrine and a formal restrictio?z. It will be found that by repudiating
the former we can avoid certain unnatural effects of the type theory-notably
the reduplication of logical constants from type to type, and the apparent
dependence of finite arithmetic upon an axiom of infinity. But the formal
restriction itself has unnatural effects, which survive, even in an aggravated
form, after the type ontology has been dropped. A liberalization of the formal
restriction will be proposed which removes the more irksome of these anomalies.

1. Basic formal concepts. Use will be made of the following logical notions
and notations.
Membership: "(zq)" means that z is a member of the class y. (In this and
the ensuing notations, parentheses will be suppressed when there is no risk of
ambiguity.)
Inclusion: "(zCy)" means that the class z is included in the class y; i.e.,
that every member of z is a member of y.
Identity: "(x=y)" means that z and y are the same object.
- -)", "( ...=-- -)",
Conditional, Biconditional, Conjunction, Denial: "( . - 3
[[(...,-- -)", and
. ." mean respectively "If . .. then - - -",". . . if and
only if - - -"," . . . and - - -",and "It is not the case that . . .", where the blanks
are filled by any statements.
Abstraction: " 5 . . ." denotes the class whose members are just the objects z
satisfying the condition ". . .". (The blank is filled by any statement, ordinarily
one containing "z".)
Universal quantiwion: "(z) . . ." means that the condition ".. ." is satisfied
by all values of "z".
Universal class: v is the class to which everything belongs.
Null class: A is the class to which nothing belopgs.
Unit class: rz is the class whose sole member is z.
([N.
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1 The main ideas .of thia paper were presented in an address before the mathematical
fraternity Pi Mu Epsilon and the New York University Philoeophical Society at their
annual joint meeting in New York, February 24, 1938.
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I t is well known that these notions are sufllcient for mathematical logic and
indeed for mathematics generally. The further mathematical and logical notions are constructible from this basis by definition. The above list is in fact
much longer than necessary, for various notions of the list are definable in terms
of the remainder. Thus "V", "AJ', and "xey" are definable as abbreviations
respectively of '%(z =z)", "3-(x =x)", and "tx Cy"; and "tx" is definable in
turn as an abbreviation of "Q(y=x)". Further definitions are possible, until
finally the twelve items of the list are reduced to just two: inclusion and abstraction.' Every mathematical or logical term (noun) or formula (statement) thus
becomes a definitional abbreviation of a term or formula which is built up from
variables merely by alternating the devices of inclusion and abstraction in the
following fashion: Variables, which are our simplest terms, are joined by the
inclusion notation to make a jomnukr; from this formula a new term is made by
abstraction, i.e., by prefixing a variable bearing a circumflex accent; two such
terms, in turn, or one such term and one variable, are then joined by the inclusion notation to make a new formula; and so on.
"Term" and "formula", in this sense, are more rigorously describable with
help of a rudimentary metamathematical symbolism. Let us use Greek letters
(other than "t", "E") to denote any unspecified expressions. Then let us write
"{Iq" to denote the inclusion compound of { and q. That is, "{Iq" denotes the
expression formed by putting { and q, whatever they may be, in the respective
blanks of "( C )". E.g., where {is "&(zCz)"andqis"y",{Iqis"(2(xCz)
Cy)". Finally, let us write "{," to denote the abstract of { with respect to a.
That is, "5," denotes the expression formed by applying a circumflex accent
to the expression a, whatever it may be, and preiixing this to the expression 5.
E.g., where a is "x" and { is "(xCy)", t, is "i(zCy)". These notations involving Greek letters do not form part of the notation of logic, but aid us merely
in talking about the notation of logic.
Now the terms are describable recursively thus:
(I) Variables (letters "x", "y", ...) are terms, and if 5 and q are term a d a
is a variable then ({Iq), is a term.
"Term" is of course to be construed in the narrowest way conformable to (I).
In other words, the t e r n constitute the smallest class which embraces all
variables and all expre&sions ({Iq), such that { and q are in the class and a is
a variable.
F'inally, the jormulue are directly describable thus:
(11) Formulae are the expressions {Iq such that { and q are terms.

2. The paradoxes. It is clear from the explanation of abstraction that any
statement of the form

(Bracketed numerals refer to listings at the end of the
3 See Quine [ll],pp. 145-147.
present paper.) In what follows, use will be made of the fact that definitional reduction
to inclusion and abstraction is possible; but familiarity with the actual definitions will not
be presupposed, nor indeed any acquaintance with (111.
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should be true, where ". . .z.. ." is any statement about z and ". .z.. ." ie
the result of substituting "z" for "z" therein. But it is equally clear that any
statement of the form

is a self-contradiction and must be rejected as false. Next let "K" be short for
"8-(za)".
NOW

ie of the form (2), and should hence be false; yet it is the same as
which is of the form (1) and should hence be true.
This di%iculty, known as Russell's paradox, arises in precisely similar fashion
when we confine ourselves to the primitive notation of inclusion and abstraction.
For, the signs "=", " N ,~
and
~ "a"
used in the above account are merely abbreviations of our primitive notation, according to the series of definitions alluded to
in section 1. The paradox then showsthat our simple grammatical rule, whereby
inclusion and abstraction are applied alternately to produce terms and formulae,
is too liberal; it enables us to get a freak combination such as (3), or rather the
formula whereof (3) is a definitional abbreviation. This formula is a freak in
that it illustrates a form which should be false in all cases, according to the
meanings of our signs, and at the same time illustrates another form which
should be true in all cases.
Our already very rudimentary equipment for generating terms and formulae
must therefore be further restricted, so as to exclude such freak results. By
way of such an added restriction, however, we cannot content ourselves with
the direct stipulation that a formula is to be discarded as meaningless if, like
(3), it is an instance simultaneously of a valid and a contradictory form. The
fault of this stipulation is the lack of any finite test for the general case. We
are trying to purify our language of idioms which might deceive us into contradicting ourselves; hence a restriction is of no avail which remains inapplicable
until we have discovered ourselves in contradiction. Rather, we must isolate
some immediately observable or a t least finitely testable feature which (3) and
similar freak cases have in common; then we may discard as meaningless all
formulae exhibiting that feature.
Examination of (3) suggests that we could avoid Russell's paradox by rejecting
ae meaningless all formulae of sev-membership-all formulae of the form "zed"'
More accurately, since "a" is not one of our primitive signs, the proposal would
be to reject as meaningless all formulae of the kind which the definitions would
abbreviate in the form "za"; rejecting also, of course, all formulae having any
such meaningless formulae as parts.
This would indeed dispose of (3), but it is easily seen that other paradoxes
analogous to Russell's would still arise in spite of the suggested restriction.
Namely, let K' be i(y)-(zey.yrz); i.e., let "K"' be used m an abbreviation of
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the term (built up of inclusion and abstraction) which the series of definitions
would abbreviate as "3(y)-(xcy.ya)".
The principle (1) tells us, then, that

should be true, and hence also, in particular,

But familiar logical principles transform the right side of (4) successively into

We thus have the contradiction
(8)

"(tKteKt)

= -(rKteKt)".

Yet no self-membership was involved here: no expression of the form "xex",
either explicitly or implicitly through definitional abbreviations.
Russell's paradox and this one are merely the first two of a series. In the
general case, we take K'"' as

then, analogously to (4), we have

where "rn" represents n occurrences of "r".
of (9) into

We next transform the right side

and finally we reduce this to "-(tnK'"'e~'"')"
by n steps each of which is
analogous to the step from (5) to (7).
I t might appear that all the paradoxes would drop out if we strengthened our
restriction to exclude all formulae which contain an epsilon cycle; i.e., all formulae
which contain parts having the forms "xey~'', "2/ley2", . . . and "y,al' (or the
primitive expansions of these). Actually even this restriction is too mild, for
there are formulae which contain no epsilon cycles but are logically equivalent
to others which do. A simple example is

(or its expansion into primitives) ;this contains no epsilon cycle, but it is logically
equivalent to "za" and hence leads to an equivalent of Russell's paradox.
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3. The theory of types. A set of restrictions which does presumably avoid
all paradoxes is provided by Russell's theory of types.' We must distinguish
between the metaphysical or ontological aspect of this theory and the metalogical
or formal aspect. In its ontological aspect the theory stipulates that if an
individual is a member of a class z, then z must be composed exclusively of
individuals; if an individual is a member of a member of a class z, then x must
be composed exclusively of classes composed exclusively of individuals; and
so on. Individuals are said to be of type 0, and classes of objects of type n
are said to be of type n
1; and in these terms the theory of types amounts,
in its ontological aspect, to demanding that all the members of a class be alike
with respect to type.
The metalogical or formal aspect of the type theory is commonly set forth
in terms which are not altogether formal, but involve reference also to the type
ontology. Thus expressed, the formal aspect of the theory consists essentially
of this stipulation: it is to be regarded as meaningless, rather than merely false,
to indicate the relation of membership as holding between objects which are
not of consecutive ascending types; likewise meaningless, rather than false, to
indicate inclusion or identity as holding between objects which are not of the
same type. Thus "zey", "zCz", "z=zn, and all contexts thereof, become
meaningless unless the values of "zJJ,"y", and "z" are thought of as restricted
to the respective types n, n+l, and n (for some n).
The formal side of the type theory is studied most e a d y in application to
our primitive notation of inclusion and abstraction, since the modes of notational
combination to'be scrutinized for meaningfulness are here reduced to a minimum.
Thus applied, the stipulation is merely that "C"be used only between t e r n
which designate things of the same type.
This is not yet formal enough, because inspection of a term (variable or
abstract) suggests no one appropriate type. A natural course, therefore, would
be to modify our notation to the extent of attaching numerical indices to variables, thus indicating what type of objects each variable is to admit as values.'
Then, since a class is of next higher type than its members, an abstract would
denote a term of next higher type than the type indicated for its circumflexed
variable. The formal aspect of the theory of types would thus reduce to this
explicitly formal stipulation: The sign "C" must occur only between terms

+

a What is relevant here is Russell's simple theory of class types. His theory took on a
more complex form when applied to relations; and underlying his classial types and relational types there was his still more elaborate theory of types of so-called propositional
functions. (See Whitehead and Russell [MI, Vol. I, pp. 37-65.) But later work has made
i t apparent that both of these more complicated parts of the theory are superfluous. The
complication regarding relations is eliminated through the reduction of relations to classes
by Wiener 1171 and Kuratowski [el. (See also Giidel 151, p. 176; Tarski [IS], pp. 363-364;
Quine [lo], pp. 123-124.) The superfluousness of the other complication, a t the level of
"propositional functions," was first suggested by Chwistek [3]. (See also Ramsey 1121,
pp. 20-29; Church [a], p. 169; Quine 181.)
Such a notation has been used in some works, e.g. Tarski [14], pp. 97-103. To facilitate
comparison with Tarski [14], i t was used also in Quine [ill.

with equal index numbers-the index number of an abstract being understood
as the index number of the circumflexed variable plus one.
Russell's practice, however, which is more usual and more convenient, is to
dispense with such indices; to leave the variables "typically aldbiguous," in
the sense of allowing them to denote objects of any types conformable to the
~ o n t e x t . ~Applied to our primitive notation, this procedure of "typical ambiguity" consists in recognizing as meaningful any term or formula such that
indices could be attached to all variables conformably with the described requirement on " C " .
Thus, as applied to our primitive notation, the formal aspect of the theory of
types comes to consist of the following stipulation:
(111) A term or formula f is to be retained as meaningful only if all terms occurring in { can be assigned numbers in such a way that (a) " C " connects only terms
having like arrsignments, and (b) whatever number is assigned to an abstract 8, ,
the next bwer number is assigned to the variable a!.
But this formulation is still not quite accurate. It proceeds on the understanding that all recurrences of a letter are recurrences of the same variable,
and hence subject to the same numerical assignment. But actually such uniformity of assignment is in certain cases unnecessary. In "li(zCy)Cz", or
"S(zCy)CS(zCz)",obviously the first two occurrences of "z" have nothing
to do with subsequent ones; the circumflexed variable of abstraction is relevant
only to the abstract to which it belongs, and any recurrence of the same letter
outside that abstract is merely an alphabetical coincidence. In the examples
cited, the first two occurrences of "z" could be rewritten as "w" without any
change in meaning. In general, the circumflexed prefix of an abstract 8, affects
only those occurrences of a: which are free in 8: i.e., which are in 0 but are not
in any abstract q , within 8."
In a refined formulation of (111), then, we would speak of assigning numbers
to individual term occurrences rather than to terms. Instead of (b), we would
say merely that, whatever number is assigned to an occurrence of an abstract 8, ,
the next lower number is assigned to each free occurrence of a! in that occurrence
of 8. This compels l i e assignments to all free occurrences of a! in the occurrence of 8, but imposes no uniformity on assignments to other occurrences of a.
Finally, we need an added condition to deal with occurrences of a which lie
outside all abstracts 8, ;i.e., occurrences of a: which are free in the original term
or formula 5. These free occurrences must of course still have like assignments
among themselves. We thus arrive at this formulation of the formal aspect
of type theory:
(IV) A term or formu& { is to be retained as meaningful only i f all term occurrences in { can be assigned numbers in such a way that
6 To some extent, in the notation of Whitehead and Russell [MI, type differences are
reflected by styles of variables; but this is an inessential mnemonic device. See Quine [I],
pp. 30-31.
6 Note that the variable "z" in a context of quantification "(z) ... " turns out to be a
", when the definitions of Quine (111
variable of abstraction, having the context "2
are applied.
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(a) " C" conneds only lemn occurrences having like assignments;
(b) whatever number is assigned to an occurrence of an abstract 8 , , the next
h r number is assigned to each free occurrence of a! in that occurrence of 8;
(c) any two free occurrences in { of the same variable have like assignments.
It is generally believed that the restrictions imposed by the formal aspect of
the theory of types are sufficient to rescue logic and mathematics from the
paradoxes. If the particular formulae (3)-(10) which led to the paradoxes of
section 2 were written out in fuil primitive notation, it could easily be seen
that they are all rejected as meaningless by (IV). The same is true of the terms
"K", "K"', etc.

4. Abandonment of the type ontology. One especially unnatural and awkward effect of the type theory is the infinite reduplication of each logically
definable class. There is no longer one universal class V to which everything
belongs, for the theory of types demands that the members of a class be alike
in type. We must thus content ourselves d t h a separate universal class for
each type. The same reduplication affects all other classes definable in logical
terms; even the numbers 0, 1, etc. lose their uniqueness, giving way to a duplicate for every type.
This reduplication is particularly strange in the case of the null class. One
feels that classes should differ only with respect to their members, and this is
obviously not true of the various null classes. A unique null class indeed still
seems permissible, vacuously, if we think only of the requirement that members
be alike in type. However, other requirements of type theory would be violated. For example, we want the null class to be included in each class; hence,
inasmuch as it is regarded as meaningless to relate classes of unlike types by
inclusion, we need .a new null class to be included in each class of new type.
UvJl
The constants
, t L All, U0ll , LL 191 , etc. are thus "typically ambiguous," just
as is the case with variables. Indeed, since our terms are built up of variables
by means solely of inclusion and abstraction, all our terms are typically ambiguous; and the constants under consideration are merely definitional abbreviations of certain of these terms.
Another effect of the type theory appears in connection with a theorem of
arithmetic, namely the theorem to the effect that n Z n + l for finite n. The
proof of this theorem depends on producing a class of at least n members; and
this is accomplished aa follows. We start with V and A, determined as of any
one type. Then there are four classes having none, one, or both of V and A
as members. Then there are 16 classes having none, one, two, three, or all of
these four classes as members. After a finite number of steps of this kind we
reach a level providing at least n classes. These, together, compose a class of
at least n members as was required.
But observe that this process carries us higher and higher in the hierarchy
of types. Consequently the proof establishes only that n#n+l when the
numbers are construed as of sufficiently high types. Within lower types the
theorem may still fail.
A remedy ~uggestedby Whitehead and Russell is an axiom, valid for each

type, to the effect that there is an infinite class.' Some such axiom is in any
case presumably needed for the theory of infinite numbers; but that it should be
needed for proving finite inequalities is an anomalous effect merely of the theory
of types.
But this is part of a broader problem, raised by the device of typical ambiguity. This device operates in such a way that Whitehead and Russell could
have proved their theorem of inequality after all, in its full generality, without
adding any axiom of infinity. That is, if they considered .merely their logical
formalism they could present in symbolic form precisely the proof outlined
above. In some of the intermediate steps of the proof it would be contextually
apparent, despite the typical ambiguity of the symbols, that the classes dealt
with were of progressively higher types; but these contextual evidences would
have dropped out by the time one reached the conclusion "nZn+l".
Such a proof, though admitted by the apparent formalism of Principia mathematica and related system, seem to involve an abuse of typical ambiguity:
a theorem is unconditionally asserted which, judged merely on its internal structure, admits determinations of type not covered by the proof. Hence ,Whitehead and Russell did not choose this easy way; indeed, to avoid being deceived
into this fallacious sort of argument they even brought in a heuristic notation of
sufhes for keeping track of the range of types covered by a proof.' No such
precautions were explicit in the initial formdim of their system, and indeed it
would be a matter of some complexity to incorporate them explicitly. Obviously the abuse of typical ambiguity would be much more convenient. Further,
despite 'its apparent lack of cogency, this practice seems never to yield any
intrinsically undesirable theorems.
The awkward situations thus far considered actually depend, not on the formal
aspect of type theory, but only on the ontological aspect. Let us then try
abandoning the ontological aspect altogether, retaining only the formal restrictions: for if the theory of types is adequate at all as a safeguard against contradictions, it must be adequate in its formal aspect alone.
The whole notion of type is now dropped. Some classes may now contain
both individuals and classes as members, and some classes may even be members
of themelves. Typical ambiguity of variables disappears; each variable may
henceforward be thought of simply as having the unrestricted universe as its
range. Typical ambiguity of constants similarly disappears; the sign "V"
now denotes just the unique universal .class, to which absolutely everything
belongs; the sign "A" a unique null class; the sign "0" a unique number 0;
and so on.
Such expressions as " V W , "-(Ad)", etc., can now be taken literally; the
universal class is indeed a member of itself, the null class not. These expressions
were also countenanced under the standard theory of types; but one took care
to explain that in " V d " the typical ambiguity of the sign "V" was to be resolved dierently in the two occurrences. For the first occurrence the type
?

See Whitehead and Russell [MI, Vol. 11, p. 203.
See Whitehead and Russell [MI, Vol. I, pp. 415-417; Vol. 11, pp. vii-xxxi, 5-12,285-290.
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was to be lower by one than for the second. A similar remark would be applied
to "N(A~A)", "ArV", "ArO", "~(Oto)", etc. But in discarding the type
ontology we slough off this complication; we abandon typical ambiguity, restore
the uniqueness of the logically definable classes, and cease to be offended in
general by self-membership and other so-called confusions of type.
The effect is observable not only in the case of variables and constants, but
also in the case of functions. For example the negate 2, defined as QN(YCZ),
is construed under the theory of types as comprising as members not all the
non-members of z, but just those non-members of z which are of appropriate
type for membership in z. Abandoning the type ontology, however, we restore
2 to its common-sense status: the claas of absolutely everything except the
members of z.
Abandonment of the type ontology disposes also of such difficulties tts the
one about numerical inequalities. I n effect, we now adopt without question
the practice described above as abuse of typical ambiguity; but the procedure
no longer turns upon typical ambiguity, nor involves any special assumption.
Construction of any class of n or more members now provides a proof that the
number n is distinct from the number n + l .
All this freedom is gained without altering the restriction (IV) on meaningful
terms and formulae. We merely divorce this restriction from any connotations
of type. The type ontology was at beat only a graphic representation or metaphysical rationalization of the formal reetrictions; and though some such rationalization may well be desired, it seems clear in particular that the type
ontology dorded leas help than hindrance.

6. Relaxation of the formal restriction. Removed from its background of
types and viewed as an ultimate restriction, (IV) itself remains arbitrary and
unnatural. We shall see that the unnatural features can in large part be
eliminated by moderating (IV) in a certain way; but let us consider first what
some of the unnatural features are.
Note that the meaninglessness of a given term is not, in general, difficult to
conceive-quite apart from any theory of types. An abstract purports to
denote a class whose members are all and only the objects z satisfying a given
formula; but, for certain formulae, there may be no such corresponding classevery class may either miss some of those objects or else contain some others in
addition. Russell's paradox shows, e.g., by reductio ad absurdurn, that there
can be no class corresponding to the formula " ~ ( z a ) " .
Moreover, if we concede the meaninglessness of a given term we are of course
ready to concede also the meaninglessness of any formula containing that term.
There remains, however, the case of a meaningless formula containing only
meaningful terms. Every formula, in primitive notation, is an inclusion
compound; so the case now under consideration is the case of two meaningful
terms, say abstracts, joined by " C" to make a meaningless formula. The whole
is a meaningless statement of inclusion concerning two genuine classes. Having
abandoned the type ontology, we can no longer excuse ourselves with the
thought that the two classes are of dflerent types; and hence it is hard to admit
that it means nothing to say that the one class is included in the other.

w. v.
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Another somewhat unnatural eiTect of (IV) is that many terms and formulae
such as "zty" (or its primitive expansion) are retained as meaningful while
certain substitution instances thereof, such as "xcz", are rejected as meaninglea.
And there is a still more unnatural effect, which is the reverse: many formulae
such as "ztx" are rejected as meaningless, while substitution instances thereof,
such as "VtV", are retained as meaningful. Intuitively it would seem, e.g.,
that "xcz" can be meaningless only through meaninglessness in general of self
membership; and that "VtVJ1 should then be meaningless by the same token.We no longer have the excuse originally provided by the theory of types, namely
that because of typical ambiguity "VtV" is really not a case of self-membership.
These anomalies of substitution were illustrated just now with definitionally
abbreviated formulae "xty", "xtx", "V A". But simple examples in primitive
notation are also easily found, e.g.
ll,(x,)cwll,

ll,(x,),ll,

",(xC~(yCy))C~(y~y)".

Another anomaly is the fact that a conjunction, conditional, or other truth
function composed of meaningful formulae may itself be meaningless; e.g.,
"x=yl' and "xty" are meaningful but "x=y.xty" is meaningless. From an
intuitive standpoint it is hard to concede that two formulae can be meaningful
separately, understood separately, and yet meaningless in conjunction. Nor
can we appeal any longer to "confusion of type" as an excuse.
Now all those anomalies can be swept away by one simple change in the
restriction (IV). We merely omit (c), obtaining the following:
(v)' A term or formula f is ti be retained as meaningful only if all term occurrences in S can be assigned numbers in such a way that
(a) "C" connects only temn occurrences having like assignments, and
(b) whatever number is assigned to an occurrence of an abstract 9, , the next
lower number is assigned to each free occurrence of a! in that occurrence of 8.
The difference between (IV) and (V) is illustrated by '%(zCy)Cy". This
formula becomes meaningful; for, (a) and (b) are fulfilled by assigning 0 to
"x", 0 to the first occurrence of "y", 1to '%(x Cy)", and 1to the second occurrence of "y". On the other hand such assignment of 0 and 1 to the occurrences
of "y" would have violated (c) of (IV). Other expressions which (IV) renders
meaningful include the formulae "xtx", "-(xtx)",
and "x =y.xty" (or their
primitive expansions); also the formula (10) of section 2; also the terms
113(x=y.~ty)~'and "2-(x= y.xty)"; not, however, "~(xtx)", nor any of the
series "K", "K"', . . . of section 2. In general, it is easily seen that the terms
and formulae which are mesningful under (V) comprise just those which would
If one prefers the kind.of notation which attaches indices to the variables (see section
8), he will find that the moderated theory embodied in (V) is easily adapted also to that
procedure. The indices would be viewed aa belonging, not to the general notation of variables, but to the notation of abstraction; only variables of abstraction would bear them.
A variable a would bear an index at its initial circumflexed occurrence in e,, and the same
index at all of its free occurrences in the formula 0; but no index outside such contexts.
As previously, we would define the index number of an abstract as one plus the index number of its circumflexed variable; and we would forbid use of "C"beheen terms with unequal index numbers. But unindexed variables would remain unaffected by the restriction.
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be meaningful also according to (IV) if all free occurrences of variables were
replaced by distinct letters.
Though (V) is a much milder restriction than (IV), no threat of paradox has
appeared; and a scheme as liberal as (V), published earlier: has already had
expert scrutiny." There is indeed no proof that paradoxes are excluded, but
then neither is there such a proof for the original theory of types."
6. Disappearance of the anomalies. Under (V) it ceases to be true that s
formula can be meaningless and yet contain only meaningful terms. For,
consider a formula (17 such that { and q are meaningful terms according to (V).
Then numbers can be assigned to all term occurrences in f conformably with
(a) and (b); and similarly for q. Let Sl be such a system of assignments for 5,
and let m be the number which it assigns to the occurrence of { itself; and let Ss
and n be similarly related to q. If S2is changed by adding m-n to each of the
assigned numbers, the result Ss will still satisfy (a) and (b); this is apparent
from the purely relative nature of (a) and (b). Now Sl and SI constitute
together a system of assignments S 4 for {Iq as a whole. Each occurrence of
"C" within { or q connects term occurrences having like assignments under
S 4 , since Sl and Ssfulfill (a); and the remaining occurrence of "C"in {Iq also
connects term occurrences having like assignments under 8 4 , for it connects
{ and q, both of which are assigned m. Thus S 4 satisfies (a). Furthermore, S4
satisfies (b); for, Sl and Ssboth satisfy (b), and there is no abstract 9, in {Iq
which is not in { or q. Hence {Iq is a formula according to (V).
Thus evew inclusion compound of meaningful terms is now meaningful.
Terms are the essential locus of meaninglessness; a formula can be meaningless
only derivatively, though containing a meaningless term.
Equivalently, indeed, we might omit the reference to formulae in (V), omit
also the original description (11) of formulae, and then simply describe a meaningful formula once and for all as an expression {Iq such that { and q are meaningful terms.
Another anomaly which disappears is the possibility of a meaningless truth
10 Quine [9], pp. 79-80.
The primitives in [Dl are different, and abstraction is not among
them. But [9]is related to the present scheme in this way: if an abstract "2 ... " (lacking
"y") is meaningful under (V), then we can prove in [Dl that (3y)(z)((zcy) = -.-); i.e.,
that there is a class such as "& ... " purports to express. This is seen as follows. Suppose "&
" formed from "& ... " by replacing all free occurrences of variables by new
and distinct letters. As observed above, then, "2
" and hence also "
" will be
meaningful under (IV). But the formulae meaningful under (IV) are just those which
are "stratified" in the sense of 191-due allowance being made for the difference in primitive
notation. Hence R3' of [9] yields l1(ay)(z)((l*y) = --)". From this, by substitution
on the free variables (a form of inference allowed by the rules of [Dl), we derive 11(3y)(z)
((zcy) = ...)".
Note, incidentally, these four corrections of [Dl. (i) Of the two explanations of stratification on page 78, only the first is relevant; the second was included because i t was erroneously supposed equivalent. Cf. Bernays [I]. (ii) The dated postscript a t the end of
[Dl leads nowhere. Cf. Quine [lo], note 4; or, indeed, section 2 above. (iii) R1 should end
with "w" instead of "+V"' (iv) R4 should end with llx" instead of "$".
fl See Rosser [13]; also Bernays [I], Curry 141.
a See Appendix B.
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function of meaningful formulae. By examining the definitions whereby denial,
conjunction, the conditional, etc. are introduced in terms of inclusion and
abstraction, it could easily be seen that all truth functions of meaningful formulae are meaningful according to (V).
Finally, the anomalies of substitution also disappear. It becomes true that
every substitution instance of a meaningful term or formula is meaningful,
and that every term or formula having a meaningful substitution instance is
meaningful. Preparatory to establishing this, we need an explicit formulation
of logical substitution: A term of formula f' is said to result from substituting a
term q for a variable @ in a tenn of formulcr f if f' is formed by putting q for all free
occurrences of @ in f, and no free occurrence of @ in f stands within a term 8, such
that a has a free occurrence i n Ir." Now what is to be proved is that, if q is a
meaningful term according to (V), and f and f' are as just now described, then f
is meaningful if and only if {' is.
Suppose first that I is meaningful, and hence admits of a system SI of assignments conforming to (a) and (b). Likewise q admits of such a system 82.
Let ml, .. . mr be the numbers assigned by Sl to the respective free occurrences
of @ in f, and let n be the number assigned by S2 to the occurrence of q in itself.
Now let Sa be the following system of assignments to all term occurrences in
5': throughout that occurrence of q which supplants the ith free occurrence of
@ in f , we make assignments as in & but with mi-n added to each assignment;
and to all other term occurrences in I' we make assignments just as in 81.
Since n+(mi-n) = m i , we see that & assigns the same numbers to the substitute occurrences of q, in I', which & aasigned to the corresponding occurrences
of fi in f. Outside such occurrences of q, further, Ss simply duplicates Sl .
Then, since S1 conforms to (a), it follows that S8 also conforms to (a) insofar at
least as concerns any occurrence of "C" outside the substitute occurrences of q.
Now consider an occurrence of an abstract 8, in f'. Even if this occurrence
of 0 contains some of the substitute occurrences of q, we know from the definition
of substitution that the free occurrences of a in 8 will fall outside such occurrences of q. Hence, in all cases a t least except where the occurrence of 8, is
wholly inside one of the substitute occurrences of q, S8 will agree with SI in its
assignments to the free occurrences of a in 8. Then, since Sl conforms to (b),
we see that Sa conforms to (b) insofar a t least as concerns occurrences of 8, not
within the substitute occurrences of q.
But Ss also conforms to (a) and @) insofar as concerns any occurrence of
"C"or &, within the ith substitute occurrence of q; for, 8 2 conformed to (a)
and (b), and addition of a constant mi-n to each assignment does not affect this
property. Hence Ss conforms completely to (a) and (b). Hence f' is meaningful according to (V).
It remains to prove, conversely, that f is meaningful if f' is. If f' is mesningful, it has a system S1 of assignments conforming to (a) and (b). Now let Ss
be the following set of assignments to all term occurrences in f: the free occurrences of @ in f receive the same assignments which the corresponding occur1'

Cf. Tarski [Id], p. 103, or Quine [ll],p. 146.
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rences of 7 received under S, , and all other term occurrences receive the same
assignments as in 81. Now it is immediately apparent that 8 2 , like 81,
conforms to (a). Next consider any occurrence of an abstract 8, in f.] No
occurrence of a in that occurrence of 0 is simultan~ouslya free occurrence of
0 in f, by the definition of freedom ($3). Hence all occurrences of a in the
occurrence of 8 are aasigned numbers by S 2 in accordance with 81. Then,
since Sl conforms to (b), so does 8 2 . Therefore f is meaningful according to (V).
Appendix A. Elimination of the retroactive feature. As formulated, the
theory of types performs a peculiar function of expurgation: a totality of terms
and formulae is first specified as in (I)-(11), and afterward certain of these are
weeded out by (IV). The case is similar under (V).
Both theories can be freed of this retroactive feature. The recursive descrip
tion of term given in (I) can be supplanted by a narrower one which provides,
from the very beginning, just those terms which would be left standing by (IV).
The same is possible with regard to (V).
These formulations are more complicated than the formulations presented
earlier, and they appear to be less convenient technically. I t may be worth
while, however, to record them. Proof of their equivalence with the previous
formulations will not be undertaken.
The recursive description of tern which would supplant (I) and (IV) is the
following. I t is a t the same time a recursive description of an auxiliary notion
of rank.
(VI) (a) A variable is a term and has rank 0 with respect to itself.
(b)' I j a is a variable, f and 7 are t e r n , and for each variable r'there is at most
one number r such that f or 7 has rank r with respect t o r , then ({Iq), is a term;
and i j f or 7 has rank m with respect to a, and f or 7 has rank n with respect to a
variable 0 distinct jrom a, then (fI& has rank n-m+ 1with respect to 0.
Now the jormulae are desc'iibable thus:
(VII) Formulae are the expressions f such that f a is a term i f a is a variable.
Granted that (VI) yields as terms just those terms in the sense (I) which are
meaningful according to (IV), it is then obvious also that (VII) will yield as
formulae just those formulae in the sense (I)-(11) which are meaningful according to (IV).
For a recursive definition of tern supplanting (I) and (V), we change (VI)
to just this extent: instead of "for each variable . . . with respect to 7," we
put "there is a t most one number m such that f or 7 ha,s rank m with respect to
a." The jormulae are then describable as in (VII), or, equivalently and more
simply, as in (11).
Appendix B. Two deductive systems. The question of the consistency of
(V) has no precise meaning until a deductive system is specified. Such a system
will now be presented, comprising just two postulates and four rules of inference.
The postulates, expressed with help of the abbreviations "c" and ''3"(as
defined in Quine [Ill), are these:
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In stating the rules of inference, I shall write "f repl 7'' to mean that when f
is put for an occurrence of 11 in any theorem the result is a theorem. I shall
write "fE;~ll"to denote the expression formed by putting f and q in the respective
blanks of "( t )" and expanding the result into primitives according to the
definitions in [Ill. "Term" and "formula" are to be understood in the sense of
(I)-(11); and "meaningful" is to be understood in the sense of (V). The four
rules, then, are these:
(1) Iff and q, are meaningful t e r m and 7 is a theorem, flq, is a theorem.
(2) If f and fa1 are theorem, 80 i8 7.
(3) If f resub from substituting the temn 7 for the variable a in the formula 8,
then f repl qE8,.
(4) If f is a term containing no free occurrence of the variable a, then (cYES),
repl {.
Rules (1)-(3) are essentially R.3-5 of [Ill. Rule (4) allows, indirectly,
alphabetical change of a variable of abstraction; no such rule was included in
[Ill, because the above two postulates were rendered in [Ill as rules R1'-2' with
unspecified variables.
The above rules are so framed that no formula can become a theorem if
meaningless according to (V). I t seems likely, however, that even this degree of
restriction is unnecessary. Presumably the stipulation of the meaningfulness
of 7, can be dropped from (1) without contradiction. The thus liberalized
system will yield theorems violating (V); hence the word 'keaningful," in
connection with (V), should be abandoned in favor of a more neutral word.
Let us adopt rather the word "stratified" to denote conformity to (V). (This
word now acquires a broader sense, of course, than in Quine [Q].) The system
then assumes this form:
Postulates as before.
Rules: (1') If { is a s t r a t i w term, a is a variable, and q is a theorem, then
fIqa is a theorem.
(2)-(4) as before.
By giving (1) the relaxed form (It), we let down the bars to unstratified terms
7, such that q is a theorem; such terms, e.g., as '%(xu 3 xu)" (or its primitive
expansion). In effect, thus, we recognize such terms as mealiingful. Stratification (conformity to (V)) becomes merely a sufEcient condition for meaningfulness, not a necessary one. The question of a necessary condition for meaningfulness is abandoned.
This course is strongly recommended by intuitive considerations. The
meaninglessness of an unstratified term q, is conveniently thought of in general
as non-existence of the class which 7, purports to describe; yet if 7 is a theorem,
the term 7, (e.g. "2(xu 3 xu)") would still seem to describe a genuine enough
class, namely V. More generally, on similar grounds, we should like to allow
for the meaningfulness of an unstratified term q,whenever there is ameaningful
term f a such that and q are equivalent. The system under consideration
permits all this.
Technically, also, the system under consideration is more convenient than
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the system involving (1). Much less attention to (V) is required in the course of
deductions. This is especially striking in the case of inference by substitution
for free variables-a form of inference not listed among the above rules, but
capable of justification on the basis of rules (1) (or (1')) and (3).14 Under the
version (1)-(4) we must, in effect, inspect not just the substituted term but the
whole resulting formula for conformity to (V); under the version (1')-(4), on
the other hand, we need inspect only the substituted term.
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